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ART & DESIGN

What to See in New York Art Galleries
This Week
By HOLLAND COTTER, ROBERTA SMITH, WILL HEINRICH and JASON FARAGO OCT.

11, 2017

Ruth Asawa
Through Oct. 21. David Zwirner, 537 West 20th Street, Manhattan;
davidzwirner.com.

Filled with some two dozen wire-woven openwork sculptures by Ruth Asawa,
the big second-floor gallery at David Zwirner’s West 20th Street space in Chelsea
looks like a basketry forest, or a subaqueous garden, or a cloud of microbial life.
The sight is one of the enchantments of the New York fall season.

Asawa was born to Japanese immigrant parents in rural California in 1926,
and grew up working on her father’s farm. (She died in 2013.) On her one day off,
Saturday, she went to Japanese school and learned calligraphy, and loved the
challenge of having to “work so this round curve turns into the next stroke.”
During World War II, when she was in her teens, the family was confined, with
other Japanese-Americans, to internment camps, where she met artists who gave
her drawing lessons. With the goal of studying art education, she enrolled in a
teachers college in Milwaukee, but was eventually unable to get her degree
because of her ethnicity. While at the school, she had encountered the future mail
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school called Black Mountain College in Asheville, N.C. She decided to go too.

There she became a fully fledged artist herself. Under the tutelage of the
émigré Bauhaus painter Josef Albers and the weaver Anni Albers, she learned
that art, craft and design were inseparable; that all materials were potentially art
materials; and that natural and abstract forms could be comparably organic. She
studied with Merce Cunningham and incorporated the buoyancy of dance into
her painted and woven forms. She also saw Buckminster Fuller raise his first
geodesic dome. (Fuller later designed the wedding ring Asawa wore when she
married Albert Lanier, a fellow Black Mountaineer. You can see it on her finger in
a 1952 portrait by Imogen Cunningham.)

In 1947, Asawa went to Mexico to teach, but once there she became, again, a
student, learning from local craftsmen how to weave baskets from metal wire,
which she started using as her primary medium. It was a tough, even punishing
one. Wire was light and malleable, but when used for crocheting and weaving
forms inside other forms, it could and did cut flesh, requiring Asawa to swath her
hands protectively as she worked. As if in deliberate defiance of such physical
challenges, she shaped sensuously curving and swelling sculptures that seemed to
float, bubble-light, in space.

The Zwirner show captures that lightness in its Chelsea installation and gives
it an ideal historical context in a show titled “Josef and Anni and Ruth and Ray”
at its Upper East Side space. Here a collage made from dried leaves by Josef
Albers, an abstract textile by Anni Albers and a marvelous early Ray Johnson
painting called “Calm Center” of nested colored squares — along with affectionate
letters exchanged between all four colleagues — together help explain where
Asawa’s magic came from, and how it would spread. Of her childhood experience
with learning calligraphy she said, “It was like a dance. Lift your feet up and lift
your hands.” At Zwirner, lift your heart.

HOLLAND COTTER

Eliza Douglas and Anne Imhof
Through Oct. 21. Galerie Buchholz, 17 East 82nd Street, Manhattan;
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The German artist Anne Imhof created the most-talked-about artwork of this
year’s Venice Biennale: “Faust,” an elaborate installation-performance piece that
kitted out the German Pavilion with caged Doberman pinschers, a troupe of
youthful, runway-ready performers and a raised glass-and-steel floor that placed
viewers above the action. It won the top prize, the Golden Lion, and from afar
seemed to capitalize on mixed signals concerning corporate architecture,
voyeurism, gender fluidity, feminist autonomy and Germany’s Nazi past.
Artforum magazine called it “a work of supremely entitled cool.”

One of the star performers in “Faust” was the American artist Eliza Douglas,
who is Ms. Imhof’s partner and her frequent painting collaborator, as evidenced
by their joint New York gallery debut at Galerie Buchholz. Crowded with
paintings they have made together and separately, their show communicates a
smart, ambiguous, mostly unsatisfying polish at closer range.

There’s nothing new here, although everything is extremely well done. Ms.
Imhof’s main efforts are shiny acrylic monochromes (black, white or turquoise)
on aluminum with impulsive flurries of scratches — variants of zombie formalism
that imply vandalism. “Baby, Baby” is also hers: a standard gestural abstraction
centered on an octopus with an open mouth and a touch of Francis Bacon teeth.
In the pair’s collaborative canvases, their signatures form large, semi-legible
tangles — variously fragmented, magnified and reversed, in snappy black on
white. Consistent with their comment on the authorial aura, the works are made
by assistants, and they veer close to the black-and-white irreverence of ones by
Christopher Wool and Albert Oehlen, although those painters may also be
intended targets.

In addition, Ms. Douglas exhibits solitary efforts: suitably modish,
performative canvases in which hyper-realistic hands and feet are connected by
improvised, abstract lines. The loose brushwork and the octopus return in a
two-panel collaboration that is obviously titled “A Hundred Thousand Dollars.”
The artists’ signatures recur in works featuring Warholesque arrangements of
images of Ms. Douglas. Doubts about these pieces can elicit another one: But
maybe that’s the point? For the time being, and especially when they’re all ganged
together as they are here, that may be enough.
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The German artist Anne Imhof created the most-talked-about artwork of this
year’s Venice Biennale: “Faust,” an elaborate installation-performance piece that
kitted out the German Pavilion with caged Doberman pinschers, a troupe of
youthful, runway-ready performers and a raised glass-and-steel floor that placed
viewers above the action. It won the top prize, the Golden Lion, and from afar
seemed to capitalize on mixed signals concerning corporate architecture,
voyeurism, gender fluidity, feminist autonomy and Germany’s Nazi past.
Artforum magazine called it “a work of supremely entitled cool.”

One of the star performers in “Faust” was the American artist Eliza Douglas,
who is Ms. Imhof’s partner and her frequent painting collaborator, as evidenced
by their joint New York gallery debut at Galerie Buchholz. Crowded with
paintings they have made together and separately, their show communicates a
smart, ambiguous, mostly unsatisfying polish at closer range.

There’s nothing new here, although everything is extremely well done. Ms.
Imhof’s main efforts are shiny acrylic monochromes (black, white or turquoise)
on aluminum with impulsive flurries of scratches — variants of zombie formalism
that imply vandalism. “Baby, Baby” is also hers: a standard gestural abstraction
centered on an octopus with an open mouth and a touch of Francis Bacon teeth.
In the pair’s collaborative canvases, their signatures form large, semi-legible
tangles — variously fragmented, magnified and reversed, in snappy black on
white. Consistent with their comment on the authorial aura, the works are made
by assistants, and they veer close to the black-and-white irreverence of ones by
Christopher Wool and Albert Oehlen, although those painters may also be
intended targets.

In addition, Ms. Douglas exhibits solitary efforts: suitably modish,
performative canvases in which hyper-realistic hands and feet are connected by
improvised, abstract lines. The loose brushwork and the octopus return in a
two-panel collaboration that is obviously titled “A Hundred Thousand Dollars.”
The artists’ signatures recur in works featuring Warholesque arrangements of
images of Ms. Douglas. Doubts about these pieces can elicit another one: But
maybe that’s the point? For the time being, and especially when they’re all ganged
together as they are here, that may be enough.
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